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Hi all, this my board report for the month of August, for the mechanical 
department, they have all buses inspected except for bus 2119,it needs a motor, 
but we do have 4 spares that can be used in the meantime, all vehicles are 
ready to be checked out to the departments which they belong to, we are 
requesting that all school employees that will be driving school districts vehicles 
do an updated paperwork with a copy of drivers license this is a requirement 
that is due every school year due to school district insurance.

The transportation department had a great summer with the summer school 
doing field trips, there was great communication with their departments. We 
got to run the bookmobile for three weeks in July and August. We started doing 
the sport trips in August already. The drivers are very anxious that sports have 
started up transporting these events I hope they keep it up all school year long 
LOL. 

      The transportation department is purchasing a robotic toy bus. The reason 
for this is to educate all pre-kay to 6th grade students about bus safety and rules. 
We will be going to all schools and doing a presentation. 

The transportation will be doing the good behavior incentive treasure box all 
year long to promote bus safety and good behavior. 

Also, the transportation is in process of doing an upgrade on our monitoring 
systems that monitors all the readings that the underground fuel tanks are 
doing, the current monitoring systems are outdated by 10 plus years and is not 
giving us an important reading that is required by EPA.

I had a meeting on 8-17-23 with William Sharp the acting director of Boarding 
Dorm about bus arrival times and to try to promote more students, he informed 
me that the dorm this opened to all federally recognized tribes as long as they 
are ¼ degree native. 

Thank you, this is my August report.


